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Hotel Eiffel Park (France) 
Photos: Christophe Bielsa for hotel 7Eiffel - Installation: Silva Création

Hotel Eiffel Park (France) 
Photos: Christophe Bielsa for hotel 7Eiffel - Installation: Silva Création

Company restaurant (Belgique)
Architect: Lineos-Chris Vantornout - Installation: Mona Visa
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STANDARD CEILING

ACOUSTIC CEILING

BACKLIT CEILING

Meeting room (Turkey) - Installation: TTI

Entrance hall (Turkey) - Installation: TTI

Showroom of the company CCSE (Thailand)
Installation: CCSE-Group
Photos: Atch Kosiyabong



Choosing clipso products means choosing 
an environmentally-friendly and highly comfortable solution as
well as ensuring compliance with current and future standards!

clipso, the ideal solution
 for the decoration or renovation of spaces

in the hotel and catering industries.

Thanks to the patented cold 
installation technique, the 
implementation of clipso stretch 
walls and ceilings is quick, clean and 
nuisance-free (odourless, no drying 
time, no need to move furniture, 
etc.). As a result, it optimises work 
schedules and limits the amounts of 
time when the premises are unable to 
be used.

As an example, a hotel bedroom of 
20 m2 on a plasterboard support may 
be renovated (walls and ceilings) in 
just one day. This provides maximum 
efficiency for an exceptional result.

clipso offers you a whole range of 
coverings: acoustic, antibacterial, dirt-
repellent, water-repellent, printable, 
translucent and standard coverings.

Both practical and decorative, clipso 
coverings are perfectly adapted to 
every possible space within your 
establishment: restaurants, reception 
areas, seminar rooms, bedrooms, 
kitchens, spas, swimming pools, bars, 
lounges, sports rooms, etc.

State-of-the-art, resistant and made 
up to 5 metres wide, clipso coverings 
are CE certified according to current 
standards on ceiling installation, with 
OEKO-TEX green label certification and 
SANITIZED antibacterial certification.

FRENCH MANUFACTURE
CERTIFIED ISO 9001.

estaurants and hotels are associated 
with well-being, harmony and 
calmness. Their requirements focus 
upon safety, acoustic insulation and 
aesthetics. clipso stretch ceilings 
and walls respond fully to these 
requirements and are perfectly suited 
to these kinds of structure, whether 
brand new or for renovation.
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BEFORE

AFTER

Hotel Élysée Palace (France)
Installation: MJPlafond Marc Jumeaux
Architect: Nathalie Roux

Restaurant Miramar Crouesty (France)
Installation: MJPlafond Marc Jumeaux
Architect: Nathalie Roux

BEFORE

AFTER



SUSPENDED CEILINGS (FRAMES)
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PRINTED WALL & STANDARD CEILING

Mr Jerome Mercier, owner of the Hotel du Parc (Paris) and Mr Fabrice 
Antore, architect, have tested and approved the quick installation of 
clipso coverings.

We have chosen clipso coverings to renovate and redecorate the 
numerous rooms of the Hotel du Parc, simply because the installation 
is clean and nuisance-free. Moreover, the rendering and tones of 
the colours perfectly matched our wishes.

In concrete terms: 11 printed walls and 1 ceiling, so around 900 sqm, 
have been installed in 2.5 days by 2 persons (profiles – insulation – 
coverings). The 11 rooms remained booked during the installation, 
as it was carried out so quickly that the disturbances were less than 
minimal. In addition, since business continued as usual, we suffered 
no financial losses. 

It was really a win-win operation for us. We were amazed by the 
final rendering, which is just magnificent!

Hotel du Parc (France) - Architect: Fabrice Antore - Photos: Yann Revol

Restaurant Léopold (Switzerland) - Architect: Ti-gel - Installation: Decolab
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N°0334
EN 14716 / 2005

0334 / DPC / 1011

Clipso Productions
5 rue de l’Église
68 800 Vieux-Thann
France

Tel. +33 (0)3 89 37 10 84
Fax +33 (0)3 89 37 48 92

Email: info@clipso.com
Web: www.clipso.com

CQ 976/1 IFTH
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BACKLIT PRINTED CEILING
Swimming pool (Belgium) - Installation: Mona Visa - Architect: Pieter Thooft


